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GROTON CONSOLIDATED MIDDLE SCHOOL
GROTON, CONNECTICUT

STATE PROJECT NO. 059-0190 N
ADDENDUM NO. 4
February 27, 2019

THE BID DUE DATE FOR ALL BID PACKAGES REMAINS 
TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 2019 @ 2:00 P.M. 

PLEASE SUBMIT ONE ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY OF YOUR BID. THE
FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS MUST BE INCLUDED IN YOUR BID, OR YOUR
PROPOSAL WILL BE DEEMED NON-RESPONSIVE:
1. FORM OF PROPOSAL
2. BID SECURITY (BID BOND OR CERTIFIED CHECK) - EXCEPTION: Bid Packages 

1.07f - Firestopping, 1.10L - Lockers and 1.12w - Window Treatments
3. CTDAS UPDATE STATEMENT (if bid exceeds $500,000.00)

I. REVISIONS TO SPECIFICATIONS
       

1. Specification Section 00 2413 - Bid Packages

a. All Bid Packages (except 1.03 - Concrete, 1.05s - Structural Steel and 1.31 - Sitework)

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Replace the following Special Instruction:

9. The general trades contractor shall provide for an eight-month (245-days
minimum) duration temporary stairs (scaffolding shall not be used) in two
locations to access all four floor levels plus the roof level of Building Areas A,
C and D to be used by all trades for accessing these floor and roof levels. The
general trades contractor shall inspect and maintain these stairs for the entire
duration noted above. The general trades contractor shall dismantle and modify
these temporary stairs multiple times as required to accommodate work to be
performed at the various elevations on the exterior of the building. Each trade
contractor is responsible for providing their own staging, scaffolding or lift to
perform their work in all areas.                                                                               
     

Add the following Special Instructions:

20a. All contractors shall be aware that the construction work areas may encroach
upon the natural habitat of the Eastern Box turtle. Each contractor shall review
the NDDB letter dated January 25, 2019, which will be posted in the
Construction Manager’s trailer, as it relates to the protection and handling of
this species should one be encountered during construction.

20b. Prior to the spray fireproofing work commencing, all trade contractors shall
layout and install all of their required hangers to the structural steel. Once the
spray fireproofing work is completed and the trade contractors have completed
their installations utilizing these hangers, the Construction Manager shall
inspect the spray fireproofing with the fireproofing contractor and to determine
if any damage has occurred to the fireproofing systems. The fireproofing
contractor shall be responsible for any minor patching to the fireproofing
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installation. If major patching is required as a result of the trade contractors
work, the offending trade contractor shall be responsible for all costs related to
the repairs of the spray fireproofing.

20c. The spray fireproofing contractor shall include in his base bid proposal 20
return trips, including all mobilization costs, to touch-up all spray fireproofing
that may be disturbed by other trades during the installation of their work.
However, any unreasonable destruction of the spray fireproofing by the trade
contractors will not be considered touch-up and the cost of repairing these areas
will be backcharged to the contractor who caused the damage.

b. Bid Package 1.04a - Masonry

I. SCOPE OF WORK

B. SPECIFIC

Add the following Specification Section:

07 9100 Preformed Joint Seals

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instructions:

56. As typically shown in the details on Drawing A500, the aluminum entrances,
storefronts and curtainwall contractor shall furnish and install the cold-formed
metal “Z” girts, semi-rigid board insulation within these Z girts and the cold-
formed metal hat channels shown behind the aluminum/metal wall panels. The
masonry contractor shall furnish and install all air/vapor barrier membranes
shown in these details (including the barrier membrane applied to the gyp.
sheathing at exterior soffit, Detail 3C), except for Detail 5B. In Detail 5B, the
roofing contractor shall provide the plywood sheathing, fluid-applied membrane
air and vapor barrier, roof insulation and gypsum parapet sheathing. Regarding
the exterior soffit details (3A-3C/A500), the drywall contractor shall provide
the cold-formed metal studs hung from structure and any gypsum sheathing
shown attached to these studs. The aluminum entrances, storefronts and
curtainwall contractor is responsible for providing the hat channels, soffit panel
system nail base insulation panel and the vapor permeable air/moisture barrier
applied to the nail base insulation panel. 

57. Referencing Details 2C, 2D and 2E on Drawing A501, the masonry contractor
shall provide the steel plate and compressible foam filler. The roofing
contractor shall provide the wood blocking and roof coping and fascia and the
metal trim prefinished flat black. The drywall contractor shall provide the spray
foam insulation. The aluminum entrances, storefronts and curtainwall
contractor shall provide the backer rod and sealant at the top of curtainwall.

58. The masonry contractor shall furnish to the structural steel contractor any
masonry anchor ties to be welded to steel columns. If furnishing the anchor ties
for welding by the structural steel contractor, the masonry contractor shall
provide layout shop drawings with weld locations. The masonry contractor may
opt to field weld the masonry anchor ties to steel columns – note this shall be
done prior to spray fireproofing. For field welded masonry anchor tie locations
on intumescent primed columns (Area D), the masonry contractor shall reprime
the columns after welding with the specified intumescent primer. 
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c. Bid Package 1.05m - Miscellaneous Metals

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instruction:

39. The stainless steel base flashing, as typically shown in Details 1E and 4D/A520,
shall be furnished and installed by the aluminum entrances, storefronts and
curtainwall contractor. 

d. Bid Package 1.07r - Roofing

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instructions:

42. As typically shown in the details on Drawing A500, the aluminum entrances,
storefronts and curtainwall contractor shall furnish and install the cold-formed
metal “Z” girts, semi-rigid board insulation within these Z girts and the cold-
formed metal hat channels shown behind the aluminum/metal wall panels. The
masonry contractor shall furnish and install all air/vapor barrier membranes
shown in these details (including the barrier membrane applied to the gyp.
sheathing at exterior soffit, Detail 3C), except for Detail 5B. In Detail 5B, the
roofing contractor shall provide the plywood sheathing, fluid-applied membrane
air and vapor barrier, roof insulation and gypsum parapet sheathing. Regarding
the exterior soffit details (3A-3C/A500), the drywall contractor shall provide
the cold-formed metal studs hung from structure and any gypsum sheathing
shown attached to these studs. The aluminum entrances, storefronts and
curtainwall contractor is responsible for providing the hat channels, soffit panel
system nail base insulation panel and the vapor permeable air/moisture barrier
applied to the nail base insulation panel. 

43. The roof curbs and pipe portal for the kitchen equipment condensing units
(Drawing FSE-2) shall be furnished by the food service contractor to the
roofing contractor for installation. Food service floor troughs (Drawing FSE-3)
shall be furnished by the food service contractor to the plumbing contractor for
installation. 

44. Referencing Details 2C, 2D and 2E on Drawing A501, the masonry contractor
shall provide the steel plate and compressible foam filler. The roofing
contractor shall provide the wood blocking and roof coping and fascia and the
metal trim prefinished flat black. The drywall contractor shall provide the spray
foam insulation. The aluminum entrances, storefronts and curtainwall
contractor shall provide the backer rod and sealant at the top of curtainwall.

e. Bid Package 1.07s - Spray Fireproofing

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Replace the following Special Instruction:

22. The spray fireproofing contractor shall be responsible for all weather protection
of his work. Any material damaged by exposure to weather conditions shall be
removed and replaced at no additional cost to the Owner or Construction
Manager. 
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Add the following Special Instruction:

23. The fireproofing contractor shall coordinate with the structural steel contractor
to determine which steel is to receive spray fireproofing and which steel the
structural steel contractor shall provide with a shop primer. 

f. Bid Package 1.08 - Aluminum Entrances, Storefronts and Curtainwall

I. SCOPE OF WORK

B. SPECIFIC

Add the following Specification Sections:

05 4000 Cold-Formed Metal Framing
07 2726 Fluid-Applied Membrane Air Barriers

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instructions:

44. The aluminum entrances, storefronts and curtainwall contractor shall be
responsible to wrap the steel columns in extruded aluminum and to provide all
aluminum sill covers, extruded aluminum sill extensions, aluminum wrap and
“J” trim shown in the window details.

45. As typically shown in the details on Drawing A500, the aluminum entrances,
storefronts and curtainwall contractor shall furnish and install the cold-formed
metal “Z” girts, semi-rigid board insulation within these Z girts and the cold-
formed metal hat channels shown behind the aluminum/metal wall panels. The
masonry contractor shall furnish and install all air/vapor barrier membranes
shown in these details (including the barrier membrane applied to the gyp.
sheathing at exterior soffit, Detail 3C), except for Detail 5B. In Detail 5B, the
roofing contractor shall provide the plywood sheathing, fluid-applied membrane
air and vapor barrier, roof insulation and gypsum parapet sheathing. Regarding
the exterior soffit details (3A-3C/A500), the drywall contractor shall provide
the cold-formed metal studs hung from structure and any gypsum sheathing
shown attached to these studs. The aluminum entrances, storefronts and
curtainwall contractor is responsible for providing the hat channels, soffit panel
system nail base insulation panel and the vapor permeable air/moisture barrier
applied to the nail base insulation panel. 

46. Referencing Details 2C, 2D and 2E on Drawing A501, the masonry contractor
shall provide the steel plate and compressible foam filler. The roofing
contractor shall provide the wood blocking and roof coping and fascia and the
metal trim prefinished flat black. The drywall contractor shall provide the spray
foam insulation. The aluminum entrances, storefronts and curtainwall
contractor shall provide the backer rod and sealant at the top of curtainwall.

47. The stainless steel base flashing, as typically shown in Details 1E and 4D/A520,
shall be furnished and installed by the aluminum entrances, storefronts and
curtainwall contractor. 
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g. Bid Package 1.09a - Acoustical

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instruction:

30. The drywall shown in Ceiling Details 4B and 5C on Drawing A210 shall be
provided by the drywall contractor. 

h. Bid Package 1.09d - Drywall

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instructions:

54. As typically shown in the details on Drawing A500, the aluminum entrances,
storefronts and curtainwall contractor shall furnish and install the cold-formed
metal “Z” girts, semi-rigid board insulation within these Z girts and the cold-
formed metal hat channels shown behind the aluminum/metal wall panels. The
masonry contractor shall furnish and install all air/vapor barrier membranes
shown in these details (including the barrier membrane applied to the gyp.
sheathing at exterior soffit, Detail 3C), except for Detail 5B. In Detail 5B, the
roofing contractor shall provide the plywood sheathing, fluid-applied membrane
air and vapor barrier, roof insulation and gypsum parapet sheathing. Regarding
the exterior soffit details (3A-3C/A500), the drywall contractor shall provide
the cold-formed metal studs hung from structure and any gypsum sheathing
shown attached to these studs. The aluminum entrances, storefronts and
curtainwall contractor is responsible for providing the hat channels, soffit panel
system nail base insulation panel and the vapor permeable air/moisture barrier
applied to the nail base insulation panel. 

55. Referencing Details 2C, 2D and 2E on Drawing A501, the masonry contractor
shall provide the steel plate and compressible foam filler. The roofing
contractor shall provide the wood blocking and roof coping and fascia and the
metal trim prefinished flat black. The drywall contractor shall provide the spray
foam insulation. The aluminum entrances, storefronts and curtainwall
contractor shall provide the backer rod and sealant at the top of curtainwall.

56. The stainless steel base flashing, as typically shown in Details 1E and 4D/A520,
shall be furnished and installed by the aluminum entrances, storefronts and
curtainwall contractor. 

57. Regarding Detail 5E/A804, the flooring: carpet, resilient and resinous
contractor shall provide all components of the green screen base, including the
wood shim. 

58. The anchors used to attach the metal stud exterior wall framing to the concrete
foundation shall be furnished and installed by the drywall contractor,
drilled/epoxied in after concrete installation.

59. The drywall shown in Ceiling Details 4B and 5C on Drawing A210 shall be
provided by the drywall contractor. 
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i. Bid Package 1.09f - Flooring: Carpet, Resilient and Resinous

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instructions:

31. Referencing Typical Section thru Walk-ins Detail on Drawing FSE-3, the
general trades contractor shall prepare the recess troweled smooth and shall
furnish and install the vapor barrier under the walk-ins and the concrete fill
shown along the perimeter of the walk-ins. All sub-floor and flooring work
above the pre-fab floor panel shall be completed by the flooring: carpet,
resilient and resinous contractor.

32. The flooring: carpet, resilient and resinous contractor shall provide the
projection trim shown in Detail 3C/A804. The projection trim shown in Detail
5C/A804 shall be provided by the trade contractor who is furnishing the item to
be trimmed. 

33. Regarding Detail 5E/A804, the flooring: carpet, resilient and resinous
contractor shall provide all components of the green screen base, including the
wood shim. 

j. Bid Package 1.09p - Painting

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instruction: 

35. The flooring: carpet, resilient and resinous contractor shall provide the
projection trim shown in Detail 3C/A804. The projection trim shown in Detail
5C/A804 shall be provided by the trade contractor who is furnishing the item to
be trimmed. 

k. Bid Package 1.10g - General Trades

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Revise the following Special Instruction:

30. In the first sentence, replace “all interior and exterior expansion joint
assemblies” with “all interior expansion joint assemblies.”

Replace the following Special Instruction:

49. The general trades contractor is responsible for providing all expansion joint
covers, including all the extruded aluminum plates and wall flanges, that are not
exterior or located at the roof, as typically shown in the details on Drawing
A502. 

Add the following Special Instructions:

78. The electrical contractor shall provide temporary power for the installation of
the elevator.
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79. Referencing Typical Section thru Walk-ins Detail on Drawing FSE-3, the
general trades contractor shall prepare the recess troweled smooth and shall
furnish and install the vapor barrier under the walk-ins and the concrete fill
shown along the perimeter of the walk-ins. All sub-floor and flooring work
above the pre-fab floor panel shall be completed by the flooring: carpet,
resilient and resinous contractor. 

80. The flooring: carpet, resilient and resinous contractor shall provide the
projection trim shown in Detail 3C/A804. The projection trim shown in Detail
5C/A804 shall be provided by the trade contractor who is furnishing the item to
be trimmed. 

l. Bid Package 1.11 - Food Service Equipment

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instructions:

33. The roof curbs and pipe portal for the kitchen equipment condensing units
(Drawing FSE-2) shall be furnished by the food service contractor to the
roofing contractor for installation. Food service floor troughs (Drawing FSE-3)
shall be furnished by the food service contractor to the plumbing contractor for
installation. 

34. Referencing Typical Section thru Walk-ins Detail on Drawing FSE-3, the
general trades contractor shall prepare the recess troweled smooth and shall
furnish and install the vapor barrier under the walk-ins and the concrete fill
shown along the perimeter of the walk-ins. All sub-floor and flooring work
above the pre-fab floor panel shall be completed by the flooring: carpet,
resilient and resinous contractor.

m. Bid Package 1.21 - Fire Protection

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instruction:

40. Any penetrations through fire-rated or smoke-rated partitions shall be sealed by
the firestopping contractor. All other penetrations through non-fire or non-
smoke rated partitions/ceilings shall be sealed by the respective trade
contractor.

n. Bid Package 1.22 - Plumbing

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instructions:

56. Any penetrations through fire-rated or smoke-rated partitions shall be sealed by
the firestopping contractor. All other penetrations through non-fire or non-
smoke rated partitions/ceilings shall be sealed by the respective trade
contractor.
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57. The roof curbs and pipe portal for the kitchen equipment condensing units
(Drawing FSE-2) shall be furnished by the food service contractor to the
roofing contractor for installation. Food service floor troughs (Drawing FSE-3)
shall be furnished by the food service contractor to the plumbing contractor for
installation. 

o. Bid Package 1.23 - HVAC

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instruction:

62. Any penetrations through fire-rated or smoke-rated partitions shall be sealed by
the firestopping contractor. All other penetrations through non-fire or non-
smoke rated partitions/ceilings shall be sealed by the respective trade
contractor.

p. Bid Package 1.26 - Electrical

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instructions:

72. The electrical contractor shall provide temporary power for the installation of
the elevator.

73. Any penetrations through fire-rated or smoke-rated partitions shall be sealed by
the firestopping contractor. All other penetrations through non-fire or non-
smoke rated partitions/ceilings shall be sealed by the respective trade
contractor.

q. Bid Package 1.27d - Tele/Data/Communications

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instruction:

24. Any penetrations through fire-rated or smoke-rated partitions shall be sealed by

the firestopping contractor. All other penetrations through non-fire or non-

smoke rated partitions/ceilings shall be sealed by the respective trade

contractor.

r. Bid Package 1.27f - Fire Alarm

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instruction:

37. Any penetrations through fire-rated or smoke-rated partitions shall be sealed by

the firestopping contractor. All other penetrations through non-fire or non-

smoke rated partitions/ceilings shall be sealed by the respective trade

contractor.
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s. Bid Package 1.27s - Security

II. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Add the following Special Instruction:

25. Any penetrations through fire-rated or smoke-rated partitions shall be sealed by
the firestopping contractor. All other penetrations through non-fire or non-
smoke rated partitions/ceilings shall be sealed by the respective trade
contractor.

2. Specification Section 00 6313 - Bidders' Prebid Requests for Information (Prebid RFI's)

a. The following are revised CM Prebid RFI responses:

CM RFI #30
Bid Package 1.10g - General Trades 
Question:
b. Also having trouble locating the Patient Lift System specified in Section 11 9000. Did

not find it on Reflected Ceiling Plan A201 or in the schedules. Please clarify where
this item is to be provided. 

Response: 
b. REVISED RESPONSE: Patient lift systems are ceiling hung, and are located in

“Multi-Disability Toilet-103C” and “ABA Toilet-104A” (sheets A101A & A201A).

CM RFI #54
Bid Package 1.23 - HVAC 
Question: 
c. MP102A ELL Office 217 - There is 3/4" HW lines shown going toward the outside of

building. Should there be a 9' piece of RP-1 as well? 
Response: 
c. REVISED RESPONSE: 3/4" HWS/R piping shall be connected to RP-1 which shall

be located on exterior wall. Length is approximately 9'-2" (wall to wall). 

CM RFI #82
Bid Packages 1.04a - Masonry and 1.10g - General Trades 
Question: 
a. General Trades Special Instruction Item #30 indicates general trades is to provide

interior/exterior wall and floor joint covers. The exterior cover appears on Detail
4A/A510. However, Specification 07 9500 indicates only interior covers. Please
confirm if this exterior cover is by the general trades contractor. If so, please provide
specification of exterior covers.

Response: 
a. REVISED RESPONSE:  Refer to spec section 07 9100 2.1.A.1.a. These exterior

covers shall be provided by the masonry contractor. 

CM RFI #105
Bid Packages 1.07f - Firestopping and 1.10g - General Trades
Question:
c. Bid Package 1.10g Special Instruction Item #37 assigns 1.2 A.5 of 07 8446 to the

general trades contractor. After some searching, Details 5A and 5C on Drawing A521
appear to be the joint system that this note is referring to. This detail appears typical
at the CW30, CW32, CW33, CW34, CW35 curtainwalls in Area A. Section 07 8446
is specific to fire-resistive joint sprays. 
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Response:

c. REVISED RESPONSE: Basis of design firestopping assembly is Hilti HI/BP 150-01.
All firestopping assemblies shown in these details, including at the edge of slab and
on the inside edge of the insulated window panel, shall be provided by the general
trades contractor.

b. The following are previously missing CM Prebid RFI responses:

CM RFI #78

Bid Package 1.22 - Plumbing 

Question: Addendum No. 1 Drawing P300 has the wall-mounted LAV’s listed as L-3's.
On the P drawings in the single toilet rooms (as indicated on Drawing P113 Detail #4 for
example), the symbol for the LAV in Room 257 does not look like the symbol for L-1 or L-
2. Should these LAV’s be a L-3 wall-hung LAV? 

Response: Single occupant lavatories are wall-hung L-3 per Addendum No. 1.

CM RFI #99

Bid Package 1.10g - General Trades 

Question: Re: Marker/Tackboards
a. There are rooms where the elevation/plan views differ from the Schedule on Drawing

A804. Please advise if the plan view or schedule shall prevail. 
b. The following rooms appear on the plan/elevation views but not on the schedule.

Please confirm these are to be included: 202, 220, 302 and 402.
c. The following rooms appear on the schedule but not on any plan or elevation. Please

confirm these are to be included: 136, 137, 138, 139, 143, 150, 152, 170A, 181A, 216,
259A and 416B. 

Response: See Addendum No. 3. 

CM RFI #102

Bid Package 1.10g - General Trades

Question: 
a. Note 30 in the General Trades package assigns the wall and floor expansion control to

the General Trades package and the ceiling, and ceiling to wall, expansion control to
the acoustical package, unless noted otherwise. The same statement is found in the
Acoustical Package (Special Instruction Item #21). Note 32 in the Roofing Package
assigns the roof expansion joints to the roofer. Note 49 in the General Trades package
assigns the General Trades package all expansion joint covers shown on Drawing
A502, except for the roof covers. There are ceiling joint assemblies shown on
Drawing A502. Please clarify the assignment of the ceiling, and wall to ceiling,
expansion joint assemblies.

Response: 
a. The general trades contractor shall furnish and install all interior expansion joint

covers to be installed in walls and floors. 
 

c. Attached to this Addendum No. 4 are CM Prebid RFI Nos. 104 through 143. All
information contained in these responses is to be used by all contractors in the preparation
of their bids and will form part of their scope of work.
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3. Specification Section 01 5000 - Construction Controls and Temporary Facilities

a. Paragraph a.7 - Temporary Heat and Ventilation: Paragraph d, in the first sentence after the
words “A minimum temperature of 55EF”, insert “, or minimum temperature and maximum
humidity as required by the flooring manufacturer during flooring installation,”

II. REVISIONS TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

None.

III. REVISIONS TO DRAWINGS

None.

IV. ATTACHMENTS TO ADDENDUM

Description Pages

Specification Section 00 6313 - Bidders' Prebid Requests for Information (Prebid RFI's) 15 

END OF ADDENDUM NO. 4
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104. CM RFI #104

Bid Package 1.10g - General Trades

Question: 

a. Detail 5C on Drawing A804 calls for “Trim at exposed edge and seams of Tackboard” with an

additional note “To be used with Tackboard, Wallcovering, Integral Linoleum Base and as

Noted.” The pre-assembled tackboards are small enough to not require any seams and call out

for a different aluminum trim in Spec. Section 10 1100 (Visual Display Surfaces). As for the

Tackable Wall Surfacing; there is one instance where the tackable wall surfacing needs to be

seamed (Detail 1E on Drawing A113). Is it the architect’s intent to have a horizontal metal trim

piece between the upper and lower sections of the tackable surfacing? We also want to confirm

that the intent of this trim is to cover the EXPOSED EDGE of the tackable surfacing only, and

not where it butts up against a wall or millwork (for example: trim at left hand side ONLY of

VD2 in Detail 2E on Drawing A113 vs none at VD2 in Detail 3D on Drawing A113, because it

butts millwork top and bottom and 2 walls on the sides). Please advise. 

b. The specifications call for 2 fixed-location webcams to be mounted to provide an unobstructed

view of the site. Since there doesn’t appear to be an existing vantage point overlooking the site,

should we figure some form of masts or poles to be set to mount these cameras to? If so, please

provide some guidance as to what height is desired and what kind of mast or pole you would be

looking for. 

Response:

a. Detail 5C/A804 only applies at exposed edges of tackboards that are not pre-assembled, VD2 -

VD6.

b. No webcams required. 

105. CM RFI #105

Bid Package 1.10g - General Trades

Question:

a. Detail 5E/A414 shows a floor fire-rated floor expansion joint assembly. Please provide a spec

(07 9500 only covers non-rated interior wall and ceiling covers).

b. South Gym Wall Column C6-CH Detail 4E/A541 show expansion joint covers. Columns C4-CJ

and C3-CJ show columns with a CMU wrap around them and a gap between the CMU wrap and

Gym wall. Is this an expansion joint that is to be caulked by the mason or are these to receive

expansion joint covers per 07 9500?

c. Bid Package 1.10g Special Instruction Item #37 assigns 1.2 A.5 of 07 8446 to the general trades

contractor. After some searching, Details 5A and 5C on Drawing A521 appear to be the joint

system that this note is referring to. This detail appears typical at the CW30, CW32, CW33,

CW34, CW35 curtainwalls in Area A. Section 07 8446 is specific to fire-resistive joint sprays. 

Response:

a. See Addendum No. 3 for spec information.

b. Expansion Joint covers as shown on sheet A515 (Addendum No. 1).

c. REVISED RESPONSE: Basis of design firestopping assembly is Hilti HI/BP 150-01. All

firestopping assemblies shown in these details, including at the edge of slab and on the inside

edge of the insulated window panel, shall be provided by the general trades contractor.
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106. CM RFI #106

Bid Package 1.07s - Spray Fireproofing

Question:

a. Per the fireproofing drawings, there are roof areas greater than 20' above finish floor below that

call for NO fireproofing. Per code and 1B construction, ALL primary structural framing should

receive a rating. This would be all beams connecting into columns. On Drawing A527, Detail

3A shows the primary beam with fireproofing shown. Please confirm if the primary structure

will require fireproofing. 

b. Should the exposed fireproofing (mechanical rooms, switchgear rooms, areas without ceilings

etc.) be a medium density 22PCF fireproofing like Cafco Blazeshield HP, or is the light density

15PCF Cafco Blazeshield II material sufficient? Please note Cafco Blazeshield HP has a higher

NRC value of .85 at ½" compared to Cafco Blazeshield II which has NRC value of .75 at ½". 

c. Should the beam on Column Line C4 between BF and BL (W18x97) receive intumescent paint,

similar to the beam shown to receive intumescent paint on B6. These beams are for the

retractable wall. 

d. Do the horizontal tube steel at gymnasium walls, shown on A421, receive intumescent paint?

e. On Drawing A527 Detail 3E, do the angles attached to the beams receive intumescent paint? 

f. Can columns and primary structure supporting roof construction only, be reduced to 1 hour?

This is per Table 601 of the IBC. 

Response:

a. No – Connecticut Building Code Table 601, Note B states that primary framing does not need

protection when above 20’.

b. Use medium density fireproofing (Cafco Blazeshield HP) per Addendum #3

c. Yes (assuming you are referring to beam on column line B4, not C4?)

d.

e.

f.

107. CM RFI #107

Bid Packages 1.26 - Electrical, 1.27d - Tele/Data/Communications and 1.27s - Security

Question: 

a. Please confirm all data cabling is category 6A plenum.

b. Please provide manufacturers for cabling and connecting hardware.

c. Which bid package furnishes and installs the WAPs?

d. Which bid package furnishes and installs the PDC, DSP, FLVP plates?

e. Which bid package provides security camera cabling, patch panels, jacks and terminations?

f. What cable type is required for the security cameras?

g. Which bid package owns sleeves, J hooks, sleeve seals, pathways and firestopping for 1.27d and

1.27s even if not shown? 

Response:

a.

b.

c. Bid Package 1.27d.

d. Whichever trade contractor is installing the outlet shall also install the plate.

e. Bid Package 1.27s.

f.

g. Bid Package 1.26 is responsible for underslab and in-wall pathways for all low-voltage systems

except for fire alarm. Firestopping is provided by Bid Package 1.07f. Bid Packages 1.27d and

1.27s own all other work related to their systems. 
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108. CM RFI #108

Bid Package 1.27d - Tele/Data/Communications

Question: 

a. Drawing T-301 shows 2 equipment cabinets in the MDF Room #110, (1) is marked for access

control, the other is for PA. Which bid package supplies these equipment cabinets?

b. Please provide the quantity of power strips required per data rack.

c. Which bid package furnishes and installs the UPS’s in data racks?

d. Drawing T-301 calls for 10" vertical wire managers. The specifications call for 6" vertical wire

managers. Please clarify.

e. Which bid package provides data patch cords? 

Response:

a.

b.

c. Bid Package 1.27d.

d.

e. Bid Package 1.27d.

109. CM RFI #109

Bid Packages 1.22 - Plumbing and 1.23 - HVAC 

Question: 

a. Please advise if Novia Associates (rep'd by Seismic Control Products) will be acceptable for the

Vib-Iso & Seismic Control Products? They have a stronger representation in the CT area than

most of the other spec'd manufacturer's, they can meet all specs and provide a PE stamp &

calculations where necessary. (Substitution Request Form attached with email)

b. Please advise if Nelson will be listed as an approved manufacturer for the Heat Trace on this

project? (Substitution Request Form attached with email)? 

c. Will other manufacturers be available for Radiant Ceiling Panels as two of the approved

manufacturers (Shelly and Sun-El) are defunct. Please advise if TWA, Vulcan and Price can be

added as approved manufacturers in their place?

d. On Drawing M-305 General note 1 states that "THE ICE-ENHANCED AIR-COOLED

CHILLER PLANT (IEACCP) SHALL BE SUPPLIED FROM ONE SINGLE

MANUFACTURER/SUPPLIER WITH COMPLETE RESPONSIBILITY FOR ALL ASPECTS

OF THE SYSTEM TO DELIVER THE PERFORMANCE INDICATED." Will it be acceptable

to have different manufacturers for the IEACCP? Collectively complete responsibility for all

aspects of the system to deliver the performance indicated would still be covered.

e. On Drawing M-305 General Note 2 states "THE ICE-ENHANCED AIR-COOLED CHILLER

PLANT SHALL BE MODULAR IN DESIGN SO THAT ITS CAPACITY CAN BE

INCREASED IN MINIMUM INCREMENTS AS SMALL AS 82 USABLE LATENT TON-

HOURS AND MAXIMUM INCREMENTS OF NO MORE THAT 500 LATENT TON-

HOURS WITH NO ONE TANK BEING MORE THAN 33% PERCENT OF THE USABLE

STORED CAPACITY." Would larger ice tanks capable of 50% of the useable stored capacity

be acceptable? Please advise.

f. Please provide an elevation view of the Ice Tanks. Will the ice tanks be partially buried, or is

the intent to have them completely above ground on a concrete pad? Please advise.

g. Please verify that all gas piping, valves, fittings & regulators will be furnished and installed by

the plumbing contractor up to and including connection to HVAC mechanical equipment?

h. Please advise if a TABB certified Testing and Balancing subcontractor would be acceptable?

TABB certification is extremely similar and as stringent as a NEBB and/or AABC certification.

i. Is there a cap on the liquidated damages for this project?
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j. The Schedules in spec section 23 0700 - 3.5 call to have the return/exhaust ducts externally

insulated. Does this include the dishwasher exhaust duct, dryer duct, and bathroom exhaust

duct? Please advise.

k. Details shown on M201 contradict the sequence of operation which states that the chilled beams

will  shall have modulating valves however, detail #5 shows (4) four two position valves. This

detail does not  match the sequence of operations. Please clarify if we are to follow the details

or the sequence of  operations. 

l. Details shown on M201 contradict the sequence of operations which states in the chilled beams

sequence shall have a modulating valve however, detail #10 & 15 shows (1) one two position

valve.  This detail does not match the sequence of operations. Please clarify if we are to follow

the details or  the sequence of operations. 

m. Please advise if Price will be an acceptable manufacturer for the Chilled Beams on this project

(Substitution Request Form attached with email)?

n. Drawing M000 #3 calls for acoustical lining in all auditorium and band room. Please clarify

where the auditorium will be. Also, please advise on the requirements for exposed ducts in

conditioned spaces, will they require insulation?

o. Please advise if  IceStor can be added as an approved  Ice Tank manufacturer (Substitution

Request Form attached with email)? 

p. Please advise if the HRV & DOA spec can add Daikin as an approved manufacturer

(Substitution Request Form attached with email)? 

q. Please advise if the Envirotech can be added as an approved manufacturer for VAVs

(Substitution Request Form attached with email)?

r. Please advise if Barcol-Air will be added as an approved manufacturer for chilled beams

(Substitution Request Form attached with email)?

s. Please advise if Epsilon will be added as an approved manufacturer for the chillers

(Substitution Request Form attached with email)?

t. Please advise if BAC will be an approved Ice Tank manufacturer? (Substitution Request Form

attached with email).

Response:

a. Novia Associates is an acceptable substituted manufacturer and must meet or exceed

performance listed in basis of design information. 

b. Self-regulating heat trace cable must be provided.  Confirm Nelson can meet performance  listed

in specification 221319.

c. Airtite (Steel Ceilings), TWA, Vulcan and Price are acceptable. 

d. 1) Provide manufacturers listed in 236411 section 2.3

2) Provide reference list of recent operating and completed projects with documented 3-year

performance service. 

3) Reject multiple different manufacturers.  Sole source responsibility shall be provided.

However, should one entity (partnership, organization, or business), agree to provide the

entire IEACCP using different prior approved manufacturers and ..........................................

e. Rejected, bid as shown.

f. Ice tanks are located on concrete housekeeping pad (above grade).

g. Yes – All gas piping is the responsibility of the plumbing contractor. 

h. TABB, NEBB or AABC certifications are acceptable as long as the testing and balancing

contractor is not the installing sheet metal contractor. 

i. No, unless otherwise allowed per the Trade Contract Agreement. 

j. Dishwasher exhaust - No insulation required; Clothes dryer exhaust - No insulation required;

Bathroom exhaust - Yes insulation required.

k. Review details 4 and 5 on M201.  Detail 4 is serving multiple chilled beams where Detail 5 is

for a single chilled beam. 

l. Detail 10 and 15 is for finned tube radiators. Provide as shown in detail. 

m. Price Chilled Beams is acceptable Substitution.  Must follow full substitution procedure.  Other

acceptable substitutions TWA, and NuClimate.
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n. Note refers to rooms 172, 173 and 185.  Exposed ducts in conditioned space requires internal

acoustical lining. 

o. 1) Provide manufacturers listed in 236411 section 2.3.

2) Ice tank Warranty must meet 236411 section 1.11-G including freeze solid warranty.

3) Tank coating must meet 236411 section 2.2-C-3  Duplex coating consisting of a powder

coating over hot-dipped galvanized steel.

p. Daikin Skyline is acceptable Substitution. 

q. Envirotech is acceptable Substitution.  Must follow full substitution procedure.

r. Barcol-Air not accepted.  Other acceptable substitutions Price, TWA, and NuClimate.

s. Provide manufacturers listed in 236411 section 2.3 and see item 4 response above. 

t. 1) Provide manufacturers listed in 236411 section 2.3.

2) Ice tank Warranty must meet 236411 section 1.11-G including freeze solid warranty.

3) Tank coating must meet 236411 section 2.2-C-3  Duplex coating consisting of a powder

coating over hot-dipped galvanized steel.

110. CM RFI #110

Bid Package 1.09a - Acoustical

Question: Substitution Request for the following: 

Acoustical Panel Ceiling - Sound Isolation Clips specified in Section 09 5113, Pliteq, requesting

approval of  product named Resilmount A237R as manufactured by Studco Building Systems.

Response: ‘Resilient sound isolation hangers’ not required.  See CM RFI #27.

111. CM RFI #111

Bid Package 1.02 - Building Abatement and Demolition

Question: 

a. Please clarify which of the utilities feeding the house scheduled for demolition have been

disconnected. 

b. If the utilities have not been disconnected, please clarify which utilities are active and who is

responsible for disconnecting them. Spec. Section 02 4116, Part 1.2A, Item 4 puts the

responsibility on Bid Package 1.02. Bid Package 1.31, Special Instruction Item #26 puts the

responsibility on Bid Package 1.31. 

Response:

a.  Response by Town/Owner.

b. As per Bid Package 1.02 Special Instruction #21, the abatement and demolition contractor is

responsible for the utility service disconnects (refer also to Addendum No. 1). 

112. CM RFI #112

Bid Packages 1.05m - Miscellaneous Metals and 1.23 - HVAC 

Question: 

a. Is the miscellaneous metals contractor responsible for providing the cane rails (5A/A125) and

the window guards (4B/A121) in Stairs #1 and #2? 

b. Please provide a detail for Section 05 5000 - Metal Fabrications, Summary Item #1.2, Section

A, Number 12: Roof Mounted ductwork support.

Response:

a. Yes.

b. Not required in 05 5000.  Specified under 23 0529-2.4 and noted on drawing M000, Mechanical

General Note #19.
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113. CM RFI #113

Bid Package 1.08 - Aluminum Entrances, Storefronts and Curtainwall

Question: Re: Specification Section 08 8000

They specified SB70XL in Section 2.5 as the basis-of-design.

2.5 INSULATING GLASS

A. Basis-of-Design Product: Subject to compliance with requirements, provide Vitro Architectural

Glass; Solarban 70XL, comparable product by one of the following:

1. Guardian Industries; SNX 62/27.

2. Viracon, Inc.

In Section 3.10, they further define the glass type as both tempered and low iron (ultraclear).

3.10 INSULATING-LAMINATED-GLASS SCHEDULE

A. Glass Type IL-1 (Impact): Low-E coated, clear insulating laminated glass.

1. Overall Unit Thickness: 1-5/16 inch.

2. Thickness of Outdoor Lite: 6.0 mm.

3. Outdoor Lite: Ultraclear fully tempered float glass.

4. Interspace Content: Argon.

5. Indoor Lite: Clear laminated glass with two plies of heat strengthened float glass.

a. Thickness of Each Glass Ply: 6.0 mm.

b. Interlayer Thickness: 0.100 inch.

6. Low-E Coating: Sputtered on second surface.

7. Visible Light Transmittance: 67 percent minimum.

8. Winter Nighttime U-Factor: 0.23 maximum.

9. Solar Heat Gain Coefficient: 0.38 maximum.

10. Provide safety glazing labeling.

The basis-of-design (SB70XL) is complicated: Vitro supplies it to the fabricators (OBE, Solar Seal,

etc.) in two inventories: one for annealed, and another for tempered. To get the two inventories to

match, Vitro had to supply the annealed version on low iron, but the tempered version on clear.

Hence, we cannot supply Solarban 70XL on low iron when it is to be tempered. Please advise. 

Response: In order to properly assess, we need to see performance criteria comparison for the 2

formulations and visual samples.

114. CM RFI #114

Bid Package 1.09f - Flooring: Carpet, Resilient and Resinous 

Question: Re: Section 09 6613 - Portland Cement Terrazzo Flooring. The Terrazzo Specification

calls for the Precast Terrazzo Tread and Riser Units to be 3/4" thick. That is not appropriate for

Cement Terrazzo. Stair Details show a 2" thickness, that is appropriate. Please clarify/confirm

thickness to be provided. 

Response: 2” thick terrazzo stair treads per drawings.

115. CM RFI #115

Bid Package 1.05m - Miscellaneous Metals

Question: 

a. Rooms 210, 211, 310, 311, 409 and 411 (SPED Break-Out Rooms) are calling for VD1 -

ShareWall Dry Erase Board on the Finish Plans (A9XX drawings) but they are not elevated.

Can a typical elevation be provided or provide the desired height of VD1 so a proper takeoff can

be completed? 

b. Drawings A902A, A903A and A904A call for VD2 in the SPED Offices but Elevation 4A on

Drawing A717 doesn’t show any. Please advise.
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c. Detail 2B on Drawing A709 shows a tackable wall surface near Vestibule 166A but Drawing

A901B does not call out for anything at that location. Please advise.

d. Detail 2C on Drawing A709 calls out the tackable wall surfacing to be VD2 whereas Drawing

A901B calls out VD6. Please advise.

e. Sign types I, J, E1, E3, F2, J and N all appear to have a zero quantity on the signage schedule. Is

this correct? 

f. There is a ceiling-mounted therapy swing mentioned on the reflected ceiling plan and ceiling

details (A201A and A210) for the OT/PT Room. However, there doesn’t appear to be any

specifications for this nor does it appear to be assigned to any specific bid package. Please

advise.

Response:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f. Ceiling mounted therapy swing to be furnished in FF&E phase.  Provide unistrut framing for a

single point load swing hanging from structure and hidden above ceiling.

116. CM RFI #116

Bid Package 1.26 - Electrical

Question: Re: Drawing SU-101, Keynote E13. Please specify if the HCS-40 Clipper Creek Electric

Vehicle Charging Stations and Duo Pedestals shall be galvanized or stainless?

Response: Provide standard galvanized steel. 

117. CM RFI #117

Bid Package 1.27f - Fire Alarm

Question: Please confirm if manual pull stations are required at all exterior exits as this is not

shown on the drawings. 

Response: No, manual pull stations only required where shown on drawings.

118. CM RFI #118

Bid Package 1.27f - Fire Alarm

Question: Please confirm fire alarm contractor is to provide all raceway, boxes, sleeves, etc. in

order to perform and provide a complete system for their work. 

Response: Confirmed.

119. CM RFI #119

Bid Package 1.26 - Electrical

Question: Drawing E200 Detail #1 calls out a connection to Lightning Protection System. There is

no specification or drawings for Lightning Protection. Please advise if this will be required for this

building. 

Response: No lightning protection on this building.
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120. CM RFI #120

Bid Package 1.26 - Electrical

Question: Re: Drawing E500. Please provide location to terminate conduits called out on Drawing

E500 for fire pump annunciator and spare conduit from the pump controller. 

Response: Annunciator panel to be located in fire pump room. 

121. CM RFI #121

Bid Package 1.26 - Electrical

Question: Drawing T304 Detail #5 notes cable tray to be installed in all corridors, however the

detail also says “if applicable”. There is no cable tray shown on the floor plans.

a. Please confirm if cable tray is required.

b. Please clarify locations for cable tray to be installed, if any.

c. Please confirm which bid package is responsible for cable tray installation. 

Response: No cable tray is required.

122. CM RFI #122

Bid Packages 1.05m - Miscellaneous Metals and 1.09a - Acoustical

Question: 

a. Which bid package is responsible for the unistrut bolted to wall studs, Details 1C and 2C/A703? 

b. Where is the detail 3B/A210 located on the RCPs? 

c. Please provide elevations to show acoustical panel layout in Practice Rooms.

d. Are all AWP4 panels to be painted the same color?

e. Please provide edge detail for gypsum clouds in Corridors 161, 227, 326, and 427. 

Response: 

a. The miscellaneous metals contractor shall furnish and install all wall-mounted unistrut.

b. AV Production Studio 178

c. Wall to wall; Base to ceiling - on all walls

d. No - see Addendum No. 3.

e. 5C/A211 (detail added in Addendum No. 1)

123. CM RFI #123

Bid Package 1.08 - Aluminum Entrances, Storefronts and Curtainwall

Question: The drawings are conflicting as they do not show glass details at 1-5/16" glazing but

calls it out in specs (08 8000). The specs also refer to a windborne debris performance in the

curtainwall and storefront sections. This will limit the systems but can do a 5" storefront and a 7-

1/2" curtainwall. Please clarify intent. 

Response: All exterior glass must conform to Ct Code for Windborne Debris.  Glass type/thickness

is not specified via the details; refer to Glass Material Types legend (A603), Door Schedule (A604)

and Aluminum Frame Elevations (A610 – A612).  Glass material composition is defined in the

specifications (08 8000).  Mullion depths need to match architectural drawings (A610 – A612) –

exceptions will be judged on a case-by-case basis.  Would need specifics from bidder before we can

evaluate.
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124. CM RFI #124
Bid Package 1.10g - General Trades 

Question: 
a. Drawing A920 Sign Type A2 indicates these room numbers are for the windows. Specification

10 1400 3.2 E.2 makes reference to installing vinyl numbers at doors. Please confirm if
numbering at doors is required. If so, please indicate size and layout of vinyl door numbers.

b. Are the vinyl numbers to be installed on the exterior or interior surface of the windows? 

Response: 
a. Numbering is required at both windows of classrooms and at exterior doors. Match sign type A2

as shown on 3A/A920.
b. Interior surface of the windows.  The same applies for doors, unless it is an opaque door, where

exterior mounted numbers are required.

125. CM RFI #125
Bid Packages 1.05m - Miscellaneous Metals and 1.10g - General Trades

Question: Re: Patient Lift System design layout questions
a. Are the main rails contractor supplied?

1. They could be Unistrut (P1001) or a manufacturer’s furnished patient fixed rail
2. I recommend Unistrut, and the patient lift would attach to these supports

b. Where is the patient lift coverage required in 103C and 104A? This could be a straight-rail
system single rail; or a Traverse System, with 2-fixed rails and 1-moving rail (H shape)? For
room and toilet coverage, we generally recommend a traverse system with a moving rail.

c. Where would the therapy swing be placed in Room 105? 
In summary, if the architect can define whether the intent is a single, straight-rail system; or a
three rail (2-fixed, 1-moving) traverse system, we can provide an accurate quote. 

Response: 
a. Rails visible in room should be a finished product by the lift manufacturer and be compatible

with the lift system.  Concealed supports shall be Unistrut, provided by the miscellaneous
metals contractor.

b. See RFI response 43.
c. To be determined by Owner.

126. CM RFI #126
Bid Packages 1.23 - HVAC and 1.26 - Electrical

Question: The current sequence of operations does not mention the DDC system controlling the fire
smoke dampers however, Detail #5 on Drawing E200 shows a relay associated with each damper
being controlled by the DDC system. If the DDC system is to control the damper as shown, is the
relay shown to be provided by the automatic temperature controls subcontractor? 

Response: Relay by electrical contractor per keynote 9 on detail. 

127. CM RFI #127
Bid Packages 1.23 - HVAC and 1.26 - Electrical 

Question: There are no connections called out for the VAV boxes that we can see on the electrical
drawings. Please advise requirements. 

Response: VAV boxes are low voltage (24VDC) – refer to “B” symbol junction box in symbols list
and shown on floor plans in corridors for more information. Electrical contractor provides 120VAC
power to a transformer, low voltage wiring to VAV boxes by the ATC.  Division 23 and 26 shall
coordinate installation and power requirements. 
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128. CM RFI #128

Bid Package 1.26 - Electrical

Question: Please confirm which bid package is responsible for providing and installation of

plywood backboards for electrical and tele/data. Also, who is responsible for painting of these

boards? 

Response: Refer to Bid Package 1.26 Special Instruction Item #67. This is provided by the general

trades contractor.

129. CM RFI #129

Bid Package 1.26 - Electrical

Question: Re: Drawing C3.2/C8.1 - Drawings note a sewage pump station and control house. Are

there any electrical requirements or details for this? 

Response: Sewage pump station was removed from the project via Addendum No. 1.

130. CM RFI #130

Bid Package 1.26 - Electrical

Question: The electrical drawings do not indicate any connections for electronic flush or faucet

valves. Please confirm no connections are required. 

Response: No power required for flush valves or lavatories.

131. CM RFI #131

Bid Packages 1.27d - Tele/Data/Communications and 1.27s - Security

Question: Re: Drawing T701, Detail 5 - Referenced drawing detail notes all cabling for security

camera to be installed by the tele/data contractor. Please confirm if this scope of work is carried in

Bid Package 1.27d or 1.27s?

Response: All cabling for security is to be provided by Bid Package 1.27s - Security. 

132. CM RFI #132

Bid Package 1.10g - General Trades

Question: Re: Patient Lift - Do they want an integrated scale in the motor? 

Response: No scale is required.

133. CM RFI #133

Bid Packages 1.04a -Masonry, 1.09a - Acoustical and 1.10g - General Trades

Question: 

a. Drawing A910 indicates that there are 15 - 5'x7' glassless mirrors. However the interior

elevations of these rooms have 19 - 6'x8' glassless mirrors. Which is correct?

b. Drawing A502 indicates that the expansion joint covers are for a 4" joint opening however, the

specification indicates the covers are for a 2" joint. Which is the correct joint size? 

Response: 

a. Elevations are correct.

b. 4" expansion joint width, typical. 
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134. CM RFI #134

Bid Package 1.10g - General Trades 

Question: In order to provide accurate pricing and uniformity in bid, we request you provide the

location or count of the following sign types:

a. Type E1 - EXIT

b. Type E3 - NO EXIT

c. Type F2 - STAR OF LIFE

d. Type N - CO DETECTOR

e. Type I - STANDPIPE CONNECTION

f. Type J - SPRINKLER CONTROL VALVE

Response: As indicated on the drawings.

135. CM RFI #135

Bid Package 1.06 - Architectural Woodwork

Question: We wanted to make sure you were aware of the following things that will significantly

impact the total price for this package:

a. The laminate identified for PL1, which is the color used for the majority of the cabinets, is

specified as ThruColor, meaning the core is the same color as the face. This product is often

used when the core will be visible. This is not necessary for typical casework where all exposed

edges are finished with edgeband. The cost of this laminate is approximately four (4) times the

cost of standard laminate and the number of sheets required for this project is significant.

b. The specifications include a requirement for locks at all cabinet doors and drawers. The

drawings clearly show locks only at the tall cabinets. That’s approximately 100 locks instead of

630+ locks. In addition, the lock that is specified for cabinet doors will not work at the tall

cabinets because, as they are currently drawn, there is no place to mount the lock. It is also

worth noting, that in our 25+ years experience in this field, no one (teachers or admin) takes the

time to lock/unlock every cabinet door and drawer in the building. 

Response: 

a. Standard laminate is acceptable.

b. Locks are required at all cabinets as specified.  Provide the appropriate lock type at tall cabinets.

136. CM RFI #136

Bid Packages 1.07s - Spray Fireproofing and 1.09d - Drywall

Question: Re: Drawing A500/LS Drawings, Detail 3E/A500, Spec. Section 07 8100 – LS

fireproofing plans call out for 1-hour rated roof construction UL P719. P719 calls out for 5/8" gyp

board on deck which will only require ½" SAFRM sprayed to deck to achieve 1-hour rating. Detail

E3/A500 does not show 5/8" gyp board on deck. Without gyp board, it should be P723, which

would require 7/8" SAFRM sprayed to deck to achieve 1-hour rating. Please advise. 

Response: No Gypsum Board on the deck.

137. CM RFI #137

Bid Packages 1.08 - Aluminum Entrances, Storefronts and Curtainwall and 1.09d - Drywall 

Question: Please verify that all the applied film shown is applied to glass in hollow metal framing,

which is all part of the drywall scope of work. 

Response: Applied film applied to glass installed in hollow metal framing shall be provided by the

drywall contractor. 
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138. CM RFI #138
Bid Packages 1.12w - Window Treatments and 1.26 - Electrical

Question: 
a. The Roller Shades Finish Product List (Drawing A911) has a typical location note that is cutoff

“in classrooms that have ...”. What is the end of the sentence?
b. Also, in Remarks area, it says the Media Center is to be motorized, but the glazing in the

“Media Ctr” (Library) is all marked to be manual. Which is correct?

Response: 

a. Location note to read, "All occupied rooms at exterior windows, and at classroom sidelights to 
corridors, as shown on Finish Plans."

b. Provide manual shades in the Media Center.

139. CM RFI #139
Bid Packages 1.12w - Window Treatments and 1.26 - Electrical

Question: Do the windows in the café need shades CW19's and CW21's, manual or motorized? I
would assume motorized if needed due to locations. 

Response: No shades in the cafeteria.

140. CM RFI #140
Bid Packages 1.26 - Electrical, 1.27d - Tele/Data/Communications and 1.27s - Security

Question: Re: Spec. Section 27 0500
a. Please confirm scope of work for Bid Package 1.26 - Electrical includes all requirements listed

in this specification section, including providing J hooks, MDF and IDF room fitup/ladder
racks, grounding and bonding of IT equipment, exterior antennas for Division 27 systems?

b. Please confirm scope of work for Bid Package 1.26 - Electrical includes wiring, terminations
and installation of security devices at doors also per this spec. section?

c. There is also a note the electrical contractor is to accept all deliveries and store equipment for
the “Low Voltage Contractor.” Confirm this is Bid Package 1.26 scope and please define “Low
Voltage Contractor”? NOTE: Spec. Section 27 0500 is not included in Bid Package 1.26 Scope
- Very confusing what is getting carried where.

Response: 
a. Bid Package 1.26 - Electrical is only responsible for this section as it pertains to concealed

roughing, boxes, grounding and bonding and exterior antennae.
b. Only the high voltage side of the security system.
c. No – Each trade contractor shall accept and store their own deliveries.

141. CM RFI #141
Bid Package 1.23 - HVAC

Question: 
a. Clarification needed on the CVBM and CVBS shown on Drawing M201 Detail #3 & #4 –

Details shown on M201 contradict the sequence of operation which states that the chilled beams
shall have modulating valves however, Detail #5 shows (4) four two position valves. This detail
does not match the sequence of operations. Please clarify if we are to follow the details or the
sequence of operations.

b. Clarification needed on the fin-tube/fin-tube radiation Detail #10 & #15 – Details shown on
Drawing M201 contradict the sequence of operations which states in the chilled beams
sequence shall have a modulating valve however, Detail #10 and #15 shows (1) one two
position valve. This detail does not match the sequence of operations. Please clarify if we are to
follow the details or the sequence of operations.
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Response:

a. Where CBVM is indicated on drawings refer to detail 4/M201 and provide modulating valve

operation.  Where CBVS is indicated on drawings refer to detail 5/M201 and provide two

position valve operation. 

b. Provide modulating valve as indicated in sequence. 

142. CM RFI #142

Bid Packages 1.22 - Plumbing, 1.23 - HVAC and 1.26 - Electrical

Question: 

a. Clarification needed on the Chilled beams - pipe mounted dew point sensor - There is no

reference to the pipe mounted dew point sensor in the sequence of operations or mentioned on

the mechanical schedule.

1. Will this pipe mounted sensor need to be tied into the BMS?

2. Will they need to be wired to shut off the supply and return chilled water valves?

b. MAU interlock wiring with KEF-1,2

1. There does not appear to be a KEF-2 shown on the mechanical drawings or the mechanical

schedule. Is there a KEF-2?

2. Where is KEF-2 and what are the details on it?

c. Exhaust fans 3,5,6 - Will the controls subcontractor need to wire the pressure switch and

connect the associated pitot tubing per the mechanical schedule note #7 on M303?

d. Fan Coil Unit – Clarification needed - On the mechanical schedule there is note that references,

“PROVIDE CONTROL INTERFACE WITH BMS. COORDINATE CONTROLS WITH

ATC.” The equipment specification does not state they are coming with controls or a

communicating interface board. Please clarify if these units are to have field mounted controls

or are they packaged controls?

e. Glycol Annunciator - Who is to provide the annunciator for the glycol make up package per a

note on M500.

f. Kitchen MAU – Space DP sensor

1. What is the intent of the space DP sensor? Will this be connected to the BMS system for

monitoring purposes only?

2. There is no reference to control of the MAU fan on the BMS system however, the BMS is

to control the valve and monitor the discharge air temperature. Please verify that the MAU

fan will NOT be controlled from the BMS system?

g. Hot Water system – Flue Temperature sensor (Quantity) - Is there (1) one central flue that is

being monitored or will each boiler have a flue temperature sensor?

h. Chiller/Ice Storage Package – Electric meters and DP transmitters 

1. The drawing on M305 references that the manufacturer (of the Chiller/Ice Storage) is to

provide the KW meter for the chiller/ice storage package and on E500 under the submeter

schedule there appears to be an Emon Dmon meter provided by division 26 to monitor the

chillers. Which meter is the BMS contractor monitoring?

2. How many DP transmitters will need to be wired?

i. Fire Pump – Monitoring - Verify if the fire pump is to be monitored by the BMS per a comment

on Drawing E500 as it is not mentioned in the sequence of operations or the mechanical

drawings.

j. Lighting Controls – Integration 

1. Reference E202 detail #1 shows a connection to the BMS system. Is the intent to control the

indoor lighting through the BMS integration to the lighting system?

2. Will any commands written from the BMS override any commands in the lighting system?

3. Does the lighting system have a location for the photocell to be wired to in order to control

day/night lighting scheduling or will the photo cell be wired to the BMS as stated in the

sequence of operations?
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k. BMS Metering – Provision of meters - Reference Drawing M000 Mechanical BMS, meter and

monitoring note #3 BMS METERS SHALL BE INSTALLED BY DIVISION 22, 23, & 26.

BMS METERS AND CONTROL WIRING SHALL BE PROVIDED BY THE ATC.

COORDINATE WITH ATC INSTALLATION OF THE FOLLOWING METERS. Please

confirm the following:

Meter Name Meter Provided by: Installed by:

Water meters ATC contractor Div 22

Gas Meters (Boiler gas service,

water heater, main building

(Qty 3) 

ATC contractor Div 22

Electrical meters By Div 26 per E500 they show

them on the electrical riser

eluding to the fact Div 26 is

providing them and installing

them rather than the ATC.

Main power sub meter by ATC 

Div 26

Main power sub meter installed

by ATC

Chilled Water BTU Meters 

(Supply & Return) (Qty 4) 

ATC contractor Div 22

Hot Water BTU Meters

Supply & Return) (Qty 2)

ATC contractor Div 22

l. Glycol Make up unit – Quantity - Mechanical schedule shows that there are (2) two but the

mechanical drawing on the MP set show (3) three in the mechanical/boiler room. Please verify

the quantity of GMU units.

m. VAV – G’s shown on M102B vs MP102B Serving Band Room 185 - Verify if these VAV’s

will have hot water coils as the mechanical piping does not show piping going to these units.

n. Smoke Damper (SD) and Combination Fire Smoke Damper (FSD) Control – Reference

Drawing E200 Detail # 5 note #8.

1. This detail mentions there will be a signal FROM the BMS system to trip the relay and

close the FSD. What is the sequence of operations for these dampers?

a. If the BMS system is to trigger a life safety event will this require the system(s)

serving these smoke dampers and fire smoke dampers to be rated for UUKL or UL

smoke control?

2. The detail title lists SMOKE DAMPER CONTROL, the detail diagram shows (FSD). Does

this detail apply to both smoke dampers (SD) and (FSD)?

3. Damper endswitch (ES) – typically we have seen these Fire Smoke Dampers (FSD) and

Smoke Dampers (SD) are open/close and have an OPEN endswitch and a CLOSED

endswitch. The detail only shows (1) one endswitch. Is the intent to monitor whether the

damper is completely OPEN or CLOSED with (2) two endswitches?

Response:

a. No pipe mounted dew point sensor. Provide space dew point sensor as shown on drawings in

rooms.

b. No KEF-2, MAU-1 shall interlock with KEF-1 and DWEF-1

c. No KEF-2.

d. Field mounted controls. ATC to coordinate with FCU provider.

e. The ATC subcontractor shall furnish and install the annunciator.

f. 1. Space pressure monitor and operate MAU.  Refer to 230993 section 3.20-B-2 

2. Refer to 230993 section 3.20.

g. Sensor per boiler.  Coordinate with mechanical contractor.
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h. 1. KW Meter on M305 is separate from the meter on E500.   ATC shall monitor both meters.

h 2. ATC to determine the quantity of DP transmitters that need to be wired and coordinate with

ice storage plant manufacturer.   Also refer to table in 230993 section 3.25

i. Yes, fire pump is to be monitored by BMS per multiple references in sequence. Upon detection

of smoke by any of the duct mount smoke detectors or by any other signal from the fire alarm

system. 

j 1. Refer to 230993 section 3.27

j 2. Refer to 230993 section 3.27

j 3. Photocell shall be wired to BMS and located on the roof facing north and unobstructed. 

Install per manufacturer’s recommendations.

k.

l.

m.

n. 1.

a.

2.

3.

143. CM RFI #143

Bid Packages 1.08 - Aluminum Entrances, Storefronts and Curtainwall and 1.09d - Drywall

Question: Who owns the Z-furring and the insulation behind metal wall? 

Response: The cold formed Z-furring and insulation shown behind the metal wall panels shall be

provided by Bid Package 1.08. 


